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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:

New Legacy Homes Voted Best Home Builder 
In South Tampa

Tampa, FL – March 4, 2020 – In the March/April 2020 Best of South Tampa edition of  South Tampa Magazine, 
it was announced that New Legacy Homes was voted Best Home Builder in a contest that was open to magazine 
readers and the general public.  More than 30,000 votes were cast to determine winners in over 100 categories 
in a competition that was open from January 13-24.  

In celebrating their Best Home Builder in South Tampa recognition, Partner Steve Wiltse explained, “Our 
hands-on approach, wide-ranging experience and cutting-edge technology allow us to deliver truly superior 
and spectacular new homes that South Tampa residents love, and we are grateful for the acknowledgement as 
Best Home Builder by our clients and friends.”

“Local businesses rallied their social media followings to encourage people to vote.  The community really got 
involved and their voices were heard,” said Shawna Wiggs, group publisher of South Tampa Magazine. “We 
hope our list helps recognize neighborhood icons, highlight some hidden gems and help South Tampa grow.”

New Legacy Homes are built to be one-of-a-kind, not one of many. It is a company of builders who know Tampa – 
they live here, they use local contractors and they draw from their years of local experience to design homes that 
fit each unique neighborhood.  Their passion for building a quality home is evident from planning through move 
in, making it easy to build lasting relationships with their clients.  The sophistication and style of a New Legacy 
home starts at the curb and carries through every detail, the Smart Home technology provides the latest in energy 
savings, security and entertainment options in every home they build.  

About New Legacy Homes

New Legacy Homes is a small locally owned homebuilder established to provide Tampa Bay area homebuyers 
with high quality, cutting-edge, energy-efficient custom home design.  The partners in New Legacy Homes are 
Rob June, Steve Wiltse and Brandon Roberts who, together, have over 55 years of experience in the construction 
of over 9,000 homes, primarily in Florida and Tampa Bay.
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